
What animals have five eyes and six legs?  
Honey bees! Honey bees are insects.  

They live in a hive and make yummy honey.

Species Snapshot
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Honey bees  

live in hives. They  

make hives from wax.  

Rooms in  the hive are   

shaped like  hexagons 

 and have six sides.

There are  

three types of  

honey bee – the  

queen, the drones,  

and the workers.  

They all have  

different jobs.

Honey bees  

drink nectar from  

flowers. They turn  

this into honey. They 

 feed baby bees with  

the honey.

Honey bees  

move pollen so  

more flowers can grow.  

Flowers give honey  

bees nectar. They  

need each other.
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Species Snapshot: Honey Bees
The Parts of a Honey Bee

Use the word bank to fill in the missing bee parts.

Word Bank

thorax    wings    stinger    abdomen    eye    
head    tongue    pollen sac    legs    antennae

Honey Bee Facts

Fill in the missing words.

1. Honey bees can be queens,                                      or workers.

2. Honey bees turn nectar into                                     .

3. Honey bees make their                                      from wax.

4. Honey bees and                                      need each other.

5. Honey bees move                                      from flower to flower.

Species Snapshot: Honey Bees – Worksheet

Name: Date:
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Answer Sheet
The Parts of a Honey Bee

Use the word bank to fill in the missing bee parts.

Word Bank

thorax    wings    stinger    abdomen    eye    
head    tongue    pollen sac    legs    antennae

Honey Bee Facts

Fill in the missing words.

1. Honey bees can be queens, drones or workers.

2. Honey bees turn nectar into honey.

3. Honey bees make their hives from wax.

4. Honey bees and flowers need each other.

5. Honey bees move pollen from flower to flower.
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